
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
What is it? 
 
Reddit is a community web platform where users share links or messages. The links redirect to encyclopaedia or press 
articles and messages open discussion. Both content types are associated with different specific themes called 
"subreddits" (for example, "CNES" is associated with the subreddit "Space")  
 

"Ask Me Anything": a Reddit specificity 
An AMA, or Ask Me Anything is a discussion open to all in which a person responds directly to all questions from 
"redditors" (the name given to users of Reddit) for a specified period. As a result, a closeness is established between 
the public figure and the general public, which feels that it is being heard.  
 

 

How does it work? 
 
To take part in a discussion, or post or rate links, the user simply has to register on Reddit. To become a member, the 
user registers a nickname and a password. It is not necessary to enter an e-mail address.  
Each link posted can be commented on and rated by other users. Redditors judge the interest or relevance of the link 
by clicking the up or down arrow. This rating system determines the position of each question. The questions that will 
be answered the most quickly (and the only questions answered, at peak times) will be those that are the "highest" in 
the discussion. You can help us answer the right questions by voting using the up and down arrows next to each 
message. 
 
 

Reddit and ActInSpace? 

 
For the second edition, ActInSpace chose to establish an AMA to answer participant questions before the various 
groups are formed. 
The event organisers will be online for one and a half hours to provide details, including on the following themes: 

- Registration 
- Challenges 
- Forming groups 
- Event schedule 
- Regional and national finals 
- The international final 

As the 2016 edition of ActInSpace will welcome international participants, all discussions will be in English. 
After the AMA, a FAQ will be published on the ActInSpace and CNES websites to provide additional information and 
maximise the chance of success for all candidates. 


